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Abstract
Contrastive phonemics is the field of study in which different
phonemic systems are laid side by side to find out similarities
and dissimilarities between the phonemes of the languages
concerned. Every language has its own phonemic system,
which holds unique as well as common features. A language
shares some phonemes with other languages, but no two
languages have the same phonemic inventory. This article
makes a contrastive analysis of the phonemic systems of
English and Bangla. The aspects of similarities as well as
dissimilarities between the two have been explored in detail. It
brings into focus the inventory of phonemes of the two
languages along with relevant phonetic and phonological
characteristics. The vowel and consonant phonemes of the two
languages have been compared with sufficient examples,
making it clear where and how they are identical and different.

1. Introduction
Phonemics is the scientific study of phonemes, the basic units of
speech sound. Phonemes, as the smallest sound units in a language,
are capable of conveying a distinct meaning. When two sounds can
be used to differentiate words, they can be said to belong to different
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phonemes. (Ladefoged 2001: 23) Phonemes are screened from
minimal pair, in which two sequences of sounds are similar in all
segments except one. A phoneme is characterised by certain
distinctive features which make it a separate entity in a set of sounds
available in a language. Phonemics discusses the properties of
phonemes in relation to a language. So it is in close connection with
phonetics and phonology, the former focusing on the pronunciation
of sounds and the latter on the arrangement of sounds. According to
Odden (2005: 2), phonetics deals with actual sounds while
phonology with the cognitive aspects of sounds. Phonemes come to
be the symbolic representation of sounds, interacting both with
phonetics and phonology. Phonemics provides them with the
foundational raw materials for disciplinary study. Fries (1967: 181)
says, “Phonemics is a set of techniques by which to determine for
a particular language which phonetic features form bundles
of functioning contrasts to identify the word-patterns of that
language.”
Phonemic status of a sound is not the same across languages. One
sound may be a phoneme in a language but may not be so in another
(for example, it may be an allophone). The number of phonemes
varies from one language to another (Richards et al 1985: 214).
Phonemes are conventionally written in International Phonetic
Alphabet (IPA). So the basic sounds in English and Bangla can both
be expressed in IPA, which facilitates comparison between the two.
English and Bangla have their distinct phonemic systems. They
differ considerably in terms of phonemic inventory and their
pronunciation. This paper makes a contrast between the phonemes of
the two languages, with elaboration of differentiating factors. The
investigation remains restricted to the phonemic features only, and
does not touch on such phonetic features as stress and intonation. It
presents a comprehensive picture of sounds present in contemporary
English and Bangla, analysing the vowel and consonant sounds, with
relevant articulatory properties.
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2. Phonemic inventory

Table 3: English vowels

English has 36 phonemes while Bangla has 37. Of the 36 English
phonemes, 12 are vowels1 and 24 are consonants. On the other hand,
of 37 Bangla phonemes, 7 are vowels2 and 30 are consonants. The
vowels and consonants of English and Bangla are presented in tables
1 and 2:
Table 1: English phonemes
Vowels

Consonants

 i:  u:  :  :  : e æ

p b t d   k  f v s z   t d n m  r l w
jh

Table 2: Bangla phonemes
Vowels
ieouæ

Consonants
p p b b t t d d t t d d c c   k k   s  m
nlrhwj

Phoneme
//
/i:/
//
/u:/
//
/:/
//
/:/
//
/:/
/e/
/æ/

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Example in word
ship
sheep
full
fool
cot
caught
cut
cart
but
bird
pen
man

Table 4: English consonants
English and Bangla have some common sounds. Among vowels, two
are common in all respects: /e æ/. If the length of vowel is ignored,
/ i u / will also be found similar. Among consonants, sixteen are
common: /p b t d k  s  n m  r l w j h/. From this, one may
deduce that there is considerable similarity between the two
languages in the territory of phonemics. The English and Bangla
phonemes are exemplified in the Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6.

1

Here only pure vowels, also called monophthongs, have been
considered, excluding diphthongs. With diphthongs and triphthongs,
the number of vowels will be 25, as English has 8 diphthongs and 5
triphthongs.

2

Here nasalised vowels have not been considered. With them, the total number
of vowels will rise to 14, as Bangla has 7 nasalised vowels. The diphthongs and
triphthongs have also been counted separately. Bangla has 25 diphthongs and
17 triphthongs.
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Phoneme
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

/p/
/t/
/k/
/t/
/m/
/f/
//
/s/
//
//
/r/
/j/

Example
in word
pit
tin
cut
cheap
map
fat
thin
sap
she
bang
run
yes

Phoneme
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

/b/
/d/
//
/d/
/n/
/v/
//
/z/
//
/h/
/l/
/w/

Example
in word
bit
din
gut
jeep
nap
vat
then
zap
measure
ham
left
we
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Table 5: Bangla vowels
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Phoneme
//
/i/
/e/
/o/
/u/
//
/æ/

Bangla word
kan
mil
pet
gol
book
bok
bang

Meaning
ear
similarity
belly
round
chest
stork
frog

Table 6: Bangla consonants
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Phoneme
/p/
/p/
/b/
/b/
/t/
/t/
/d/
/d/
/t/
/t/
/d/
/d/
/c/
/c/
//
//
/k/
/k/

Bangla word
pul
phul
bor
bhor
tok
thok
dal
dhal
tal
thal
dan
dhan
chal
chhal
jal
jhal
kal
khal
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Meaning
bridge
flower
bridegroom
weight
sour
cheat
pulse
shield/slope
rhythm
plate
donation
paddy
rice/conspiracy/ roof
tree bark
net/fake
hot tasting
yesterday
canal
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19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

//
//
/s/
//
/m/
/n/
//
/l/
/r/
/h/
/w/
/j/

goon
ghoon
saph
shap
mon
nam
gang
lal
rong
hool
wa
ya

quality
termite
clean
snake
mind
name
river
red
colour
sting
baby cry
joy shout

Clearly, Bangla has more consonantal variation than English, which
has, however, more vowel variation. In one consideration, even
Bangla vowel system is as varied as that of English. If we notice,
English has five long vowels beside their short counterparts. There is
no qualitative difference in the five long-short pairs of vowels; the
difference is only in quantity. If we exclude the long vowels from the
list, the number of pure vowels in English comes down to seven,
which coincides with Bangla.
3. Vowel phonemes
The discussion of vowel phonemes has been divided into seven
sections as pure vowels, vowel length, reduced vowels, nasalisation,
diphthongs, reduced vowels in Bangla diphthongs and triphthongs.
3.1 Pure vowels
All vowel sounds in human languages are voiced (i.e. pronounced
with the vibration of vocal cords). They are differentiated from one
another with the position and activity of articulators, i.e. their
frontness/backness and openness/closeness. A vowel may be front or
back, and open or close, with the possibility of other intermediate
situations. The repertoire of monophthongs in English and Bangla
are shown in Tables 7 and 8.
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Table 7: Pure Vowels of English
Front
Close

short

long



i:

Central
short

long

Middle
(Halfclose/Halfopen)

e



:

Open

æ



:

Back
short

long



u:
:
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of the diagram are located eight vowels /i e  a   o u/, which are
rather extreme instances of particular kinds. The position of vowels
of any human language is measured against these cardinal vowels.
The English and Bangla vowels are shown in Figure 2 and 3.
Figure 1: Cardinal vowel diagram (Following Roach 2000):
Front
Close

Central

i

Half-close

u
e

o

Middle

Table 8: Pure Vowels of Bangla

Half-open

Front

Central





Back

Close

i

u

Middle
(Halfclose/Halfopen)

e

o

Open

æ



Vowels can best be described with their placement in what is called
‘cardinal vowel diagram’. A cardinal vowel diagram is drawn like a
trapezium as seen Figure 1. The trapezium illustrates the shape of the
tongue. The frontness/backness and openness/closeness of vowels
are visually explicit with their relative positions. Vertically, the
trapezium has four layers, based on the height of the tongue: close,
half-close, half-open and open; and horizontally, it has three layers,
based on the location of the tongue: front, central and back. The
shape of lips is also deemed important in pronouncing vowels.
Usually the front vowels are associated with the spreading of lips and
the back vowels with the rounding of lips. On the eight lateral points
The Dhaka University Journal of Linguistics

Back

Open

a



Figure 2: English vowels in diagram:
Front
Close
i:

Central

Back

u:




Half-close



e

:

:
Half-open

æ


:



Open
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Figure 3: Bangla vowels in diagram
Front
Close

Central

Back

i

u

Half-close

o
e

Half-open

æ

Open

Looking at the diagrams, it should be clear that there is no difference
in the position of front-mid vowel /e/ and front-open vowel /æ/. The
position is also identical for the central-open vowel -- English /:/
and Bangla //. The Bangla front-close vowel /i/ is located in the
same top-left division of the trapezium like English ones, though it is
a little front and closer than the short one and a little back and opener
than the long one. Same is the case with the back close vowel /u/. In
the back-mid division, English has /:/ and Bangla has / o/. (Islam
2001: 13; Chatterji 1988: 81) Unlike Bangla, English has two
central-mid vowels: / :/ and one central-open vowel: //.
3.2 Vowel length
The length of vowel is important for English since it is a distinctive
feature in that language. In Bangla, vowel length carries less
importance, as it is not a meaning-distinguishing factor in the
language. Bangla does not distinguish between long and short
vowels unlike English, but its orthography has the provision of short
and long symbols. A sound is written with symbols meant to be short
(‘hrashya’) or long (‘dirgha’), but this is simply a writing
The Dhaka University Journal of Linguistics
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convention3, residue of the full-blown old phonetic system. In
English, ‘ship’ and ‘sheep’ differing in the vowel sound length, are
two distinct words having different meanings. This kind of
differentiation is absent from Bangla. A vowel may be pronounced
short or long in a word but the two modes of pronunciation will
mean the same thing in Bangla. There will be no change of meaning
for vowel length. (Hai 1967: 16) In phonetic notation, the length in
vowel is indicated by a colon sign ‘:’, so ‘ship’ will be written as
/p/ and ‘sheep’ as /i:p/. This kind of differentiation is normally
absent from contemporary Bangla. Throughout this article we have
followed the convention of writing the front-close vowel in Bangla
as /i/, back-close vowel as /u/ and central open vowel as //, as the
language usually has no short-long differentiation.
However, Bangla seems to employ a combination of two vowels in
some linguistic situations. In the first person present indefinite
conjugation, verbs such as ‘dewa’/‘newa’ (give/take) assume the
shape of ‘diyi’/’niyi’. They will rather be pronounced as /dii/ and
/nii/. Same is the case with the verbs ‘dhowa’ (wash) and ‘showa’
(sleep); in the second person intimate imperative form, they will
become ‘dhoo’ /doo/ and ‘shoo’ /oo/ respectively. Here we find
the same vowel in sequence. We may call this ‘Vowel Doubling’,
which is a unique feature of Bangla4. (Chatterji 1988: 35) Vowel
doubling may also be found in other words as ‘meye’ /mee/
(daughter), ‘chaur’ /cuur/ (publicised) and ‘bahanno’ (fifty two),
which is pronounced as /bhnn/ or /bnn/ (fifty-two). These are
equivalent to English long vowels, though perceived to be even a bit
longer.
3

4

Many linguists believe that Bangla can totally dispense with the
‘hrashya’ and ‘dirgha’ systems of writing. If the alphabet accepts one
set of length marker obliterating the other, Bangla orthography will be
more disciplined, close to practice. That is why many reformers want
drastic change in this regard.
Some writers like Bhattacharja (2006) consider the appearance of the
second vowel in such situation as an instance ‘semi-vowel’.
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Table 9: Nasal Vowels of Bangla

Vowel length is not recognised as a distinctive feature in Bangla But
in subtler consideration, meaning-differentiating vowel length is at
issue in the pronunciation of some diphthongs and triphthongs in
Bangla (which has been discussed in 3.6 and 3.7).

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

3.3 Reduced vowels
Vowels often tend to be reduced in English. Contrastively, in Bangla
the length of a vowel is rarely found to be reduced. When a vowel is
reduced it may turn into ‘schwa’, a mid-central neutral vowel,
written in IPA like the inverted second vowel letter of English
alphabet: //. For example, the first syllable in the word ‘about’ will
be weakened and pronounced with a schwa: /bat/. Vowels may be
reduced in some contexts to such an extent that the following
consonant in the syllable will absorb the vowel sound at all. This
kind of consonant is called syllabic consonant. In English /l m n/
show this tendency. So ‘table’ will be pronounced as /tebl/, ‘button’
as /btn/ and ‘bottom’ as /btm/. When syllables are reduced this
way, the consonant phonemes are written with a diacritic mark (a
tiny vertical stroke) underneath. Schwa occurs in unstressed syllables
in English, as:
roses /rzz/ or /rzz/ (in plural form)
runner /r:n/ or /r:nr/ (in agent form)
bottle /btl/ or /btl/ (to break consonant cluster ‘tl’)
button /btn/ or /btn/ (to break consonant cluster ‘tn’)
rhythm /ri:m/ or /ri:m/ (to break consonant cluster ‘thm’)
3.4 Nasalisation
In Bangla any vowel may be nasalised. Therefore all the seven pure
vowels in Bangla have their nasalised counterparts. The seven nasal
vowels are: / i e o u  æ/. Their examples in words are as follows
(Table 9):
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Nasal
//
/i/
/e/
/o/
/u/
//
/æ/

Example in word
chad /cd/
idur /idu
 r/
pecha /pec/
dhowa /do/
uchu /ucu/
pocha /pc/
pach /pæc/

Meaning
moon
rat
owl
smoke
high
rotten
complexity

There is, however, debate among the Bengali phoneticians on the
status of nasal vowels in the language. Some argue that nasalisation
is a distinctive feature in Bangla, so nasals are separate vowels just
like other pure vowels. (Bhattacharja 2006: 131; Sen 2002: 183)
Others argue that nasalisation is not a distinctive feature in Bangla,
so nasals should be counted as allophonic variation of the pure
vowels (Khan 2010: 222; Majumdar 1997: 118). Here we maintain
the second position. Centuries back, nasalisation played an important
role in pronunciation, but in contemporary Bangla its importance is
on the wane, in fact, to such a point that any nasal vowel may be
pronounced without nasalisation and without affecting the meaning
of concerned word at all.
3.5 Diphthongs
Diphthongs are the combinations of two vowel sounds, one gliding
towards the other. There are eight diphthongs in English and 25 in
Bangla. The exact number of Bangla diphthongs is however still a
matter of debate5. Of the English diphthongs, three are centring and
six are closing. Centring diphthongs start from any corner of diagram
and glide towards the centre, so they tend to end in schwa. The
centring diphthongs in English are: / e /. The closing
5

Abul Kalam Manzur Morshed identified 29 diphthongs in Bangla.
(Morshed 1997, p. 236)
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diphthongs start glide from relatively open areas and end in backclose or front-close areas. The diphthongs ending in front-close areas
are: /e a / and the diphthongs ending in back-close areas are:

4.

Towards centralopen

/o/

doa /do/

/ a/. It is to be noted that the vowels in an English diphthong are

5.

Towards backopen

/i/

shior /ir/

6.

Towards backopen

/u/

shuor /ur/

7.

Towards frontclose

/ei/

nei /nei/

missing

8.

Towards frontclose

/i/

bhai /bi/

brother

9.

Towards frontclose

/i/

moi /mi/

ladder

10.

Towards frontclose

/oi/

oi /oi/

that

11.

Towards frontclose

/ui/

dui /dui/

two

12.

Towards backclose

/u/

bou /bu/

bride

13.

Towards backclose

/u/

lau /lu/

pumpkin

14.

Towards backclose

/eu/

keu /keu/

someone

15.

Towards backclose

/iu/

shiuli /iuli/

a kind of flower

16.

Towards backmiddle

/io/

dio /dio/

give

17.

Towards backmiddle

/æo/

nao /næo/

take (imperative)

18.

Towards backmiddle

/o/

dao /do/

knife

of unequal length. The first vowel in the pair tends to be longer than
the second one. But the vowels in Bangla diphthongs are usually of
equal length, so that each individual member of the pair is
pronounced with same audibility. The lists of English and Bangla
diphthongs, along with examples in words, are presented in Table 9
and Table 10. Bangla diphthongs are more than double of English.
So Bangla enjoys more variety in this respect.
Table 9: English diphthongs
Glide

Diphthong

Word

1.

Towards central-mid

//

dear

2.

Towards central-mid

/e/

care

3.

Towards central-mid

//

poor

4.

Towards front-close

/e/

pain

5.

Towards front-close

/a/

light

6.

Towards front-close

//

coin

7.

Towards back-close

//

low

8.

Towards back-close

/a/

loud

Table 10: Bangla diphthongs
1.
2.
3.

Glide

Diphthong

Word

Towards centralopen

/i/

bia /bi/

Towards centralopen

/e/

kheya /ke/

Towards central-

/u/

bhua /bu/
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Meaning

open

marriage
boat
false

blessing
head
pig
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19.

Towards backmiddle

/o/

kow /ko/

tell (imperative)

20.

Towards backmiddle

/uo/

kuo /kuo/

well/pit

21.

Towards frontmiddle

/ie/

biye /bie/

marriage

22.

Towards frontmiddle

/ue/

shuye /ue/

sleeping

Bangla has three more diphthongs /  æ/, which make use of a
half vowel. With these the total number of diphthongs in Bangla will
be 25. This has been discussed in the following section.
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feeble. In all three diphthongs, the glide is towards the front-close
area.
3.7 Triphthongs
Triphthong is a combination of three vowel sounds where the first
vowel glides to the second which again glides to the third. There are
triphthongs both in English and Bangla. But their status as a single
unit of sound is controversial. They are often analysed as separate
units of vowels. In the English triphthongs, closing diphthongs, both
front and back, tend to be combined with the central vowel. As there
is half vowel in Bangla diphthong, it must also be found in
triphthongs. English and Bangla triphthongs are presented in Table
12 and Table 13.

3.6 Half vowel in Bangla diphthongs
In diphthongs, Bangla makes a distinction between full and half
vowels, similar to English short and long vowels. (Bhattacharyya
2000: 142; Chowdhury 2001: 47) Full vowels are of normal length
and the half vowels only about half of it. Half vowel is in fact a
reduced one well close to schwa. The only half vowel that is found in
Bangla is front-close //. The diphthongs in which the half vowel is
used are: /  æ/. We make a comparison between full and half
close-front vowel in the Table 11. We have used the symbol /i/ for
full length and // for half length.

Table 12: English Triphthongs
Glide

Triphthong

Word

1.

Towards front-close and central-mid

/e/

player

2.

Towards front-close and central-mid

/a/

fire

3.

Towards front-close and central-mid

//

royal

4.

Towards back-close and central-mid

//

mower

5.

Towards back-close and central-mid

/a/

hour

Table-11: Full and half vowels in Bangla diphthongs
Half vowel //

Full vowel /i/
/i/ as in /ai/ ‘I/we sing’ or ‘cow’

// as in // ‘He/she sings or they
sing’ or ‘in the body’

/i/ as in /ni/ ‘I/we are not’

// as in /n/ ‘He/she is not or they
are not’ or ‘nine’

/eit/ as in /eit/ ‘this one’

/æ/ as in /æs/ ‘this type’

The glide in the diphthongs involving the half vowel is rather like
English, where the glide starts with full strength but weakens in the
end, so that the first vowel is fully audible while the second one is
The Dhaka University Journal of Linguistics

Table 13: Bangla Triphthongs
Glide

Triphthong

Word

Meaning

Towards front-close and
central-open

/i/

‘maiya’ /mi/

girl

Towards front-close and
central-open

/ei/

‘heiya’ /hei/

that one (in
southern dialect)

Towards front-close and
central-open

/i/

‘loiya’ /li/

taking

Towards front-close and
central-open

/ui/

‘shuiya’ /ui/

reclining
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Towards front-close and
central-open

//

‘maya’ /m/

illusion

Towards front-close and
central-open

//

‘daya’ /d/

pity

Towards front-close and
front-middle

/e/

‘payel’ /pel/

anklet

Towards front-close and
front-middle

/e/

‘khoyer’
/ker/

catechu

Towards front-close and
back-open

//

‘nayan’ /nn/

eye

Towards front-close and
back-open

/i/

‘naiyor’ /nir/

newly married
girl

Towards back-close and
central-open

/u/

‘kauwa’ /ku/

crow

Towards back-close and
back-close

/eu/

‘deuwa’ /deu/

a kind of sour
fruit

Towards back-close and
central-open

/u/

‘bouwa’ /bu/

perverted
(dialect)

Towards back-middle
and central-open

/o/

shower /o/

on a ride

Towards back-middle
and central-open

/eo/

dewa /deo/

to give

/æo/

mawa /mæo/

sweet fruit

Towards back-middle
and central-open

/o/

hawa /ho/

wind

What is noticeable is that Bangla triphthongs by far outnumber the
English ones: English has five triphthongs while Bangla has 17. Of
the Bangla triphthongs, /  e e / use half vowels, much
reduced than the normal. If the half vowels are pronounced like the
full, their meaning will be changed.
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4. Consonants
There are 24 consonant phonemes in English while Bangla has 28.
Consonants are classified according to the manner and place of
articulation. The manner of articulation determines how the egressive
pulmonic air passes through different tracts of mouth; and the place
of articulation involves where a stricture is made to modulate the air.
The places are lips, teeth, alveolar ridge, palate, velum and glottis.
Tongue acts as the active articulator for pronouncing most of the
sounds. (Ashby & Maidment 2005: 36) Front, middle and back of the
tongue come close to any point of upper region of oral cavity to
make a stricture. Depending of the stricture, a consonant is identified
as plosive, fricative, affricate, nasal, lateral and approximant. The
consonant phonemes of English and Bangla are shown in the Tables
14 and 15.
Table 14: Consonant Phonemes of English
Bilabial

Plosive

LabioPostDental Alveolar
Palatal Velar Glottal
dental
alveolar

pb

td
fv

Fricative



k

sz



h

t d

Affricate
Nasal

Towards back-middle
and central-open

The Dhaka University Journal of Linguistics
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m

n



l

Lateral

r

Approximant

j

w

Table 14: Consonant Phonemes of Bangla
Bilabial

Plosive

Alveolar

PostPalatal
alveolar

p p b b t t d d
c c  
t t d d





Velar

m

n

Glotta
l

k k  


s

Fricative
Nasal

Dental

h
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4.1 Aspiration and Voicing
Voicing is counted as distinctive features both in English and
Bangla. For most of the consonants, English pairs two -- with one
voiced and the other voiceless. Besides voicing, aspiration plays an
important role in Bangla. It is a distinctive feature in this language;
that is, it differentiates meaning in words which have the same
strings of sounds barring aspiration (Barman 2009: 192). The role of
aspiration is less important in English as it is not a distinctive feature
in the language. That is why when English group consonant sounds
in pair, Bangla group them in four. In Bangla, the members of a fourstrong group (‘barga’) are identified as voiceless unaspirated, voiced
unaspirated, voiceless aspirated, voiced aspirated. (Haque 2003: 15;
Shahidullah 2003: 30; Chaki 2001: 77)

4.2 Labials
Labial plosives are produced either with the touch of two lips or with
the touch of lip and teeth. If produced with two lips, the plosives are
called bilabials, and if produced with lip and teeth (usually with
upper lip and lower teeth), they are called labiodentals. English has
two bilabial plosives: /p b/ while Bangla has four: /p p b b/.
(Ferguson & Chowdhury 1960: 96; Ali 2001: 42) /p/ is voiceless and
/b/ is voiced; both of them are unaspirated. /p/ and /b/ are
aspirated, the former at the same time being voiceless and the latter
voiced.
English has two labiodental fricatives: /f v/. They are produced with
the gentle passage of air through the stricture of upper lip and lower
teeth. The first one is voiceless and second one is voiced. Bangla has
The Dhaka University Journal of Linguistics
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no labiodental plosive or fricative. (For a different opinion see
Bhattacharja6 2006.)
4.3. Dentals
English has two dental consonants and these are fricatives: / /. On
the other hand, Bangla has four dental consonants and these are
plosives: / t t d d/. During the pronunciation of plosive dentals,
there is complete closure with the articulators so that air is totally
arrested for a little while. But during the pronunciation of dental
fricatives, the closure is partial and air can lightly pass through the
stricture.
4.4. Alveolars
English has two alveolar plosives: /t d/ while Bangla has
four: /t t d d/. /t/ is voiceless and /d/ is voiced, both of them being
unaspirated. /t/ and /d/ are aspirated, the former being voiceless
and the latter voiced. It should be noticed that there is a slight
difference in the pronunciation of English and Bangla alveolar
plosives. During the pronunciation of /t t d d/ in Bangla, the
tongue is curled back towards palate, for which they should be called
retroflex. So they are sometimes written in a little different way to
show the difference: /   /. But the difference is almost
imperceptible and may remain undetected in untrained ears. We can
also ignore the difference for our present purpose.
English has a pair of alveolar fricatives: /s z/. The first one of the
pair is voiceless and the other is voiced. Bangla has only the first one
though in some dialectal and stylistic variations the second one may
also be found. Contemporary Bangla shows an increasing tendency
of the use of alveolar fricatives. In many cases palatal/post-alveolar
consonants are transformed into alveolar sounds. For example, /c/
(tree) and /mc/ (fish) are pronounced as /s/ and/ms/; and /r/
6

He claims that /f/ is the phoneme and /ph/ is its stylistic and/or free
variation in Bangla.
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(king) and /b/ (fry) are pronounced as /rz/ and /bz/. They
are pronounced with the front of the tongue making a stricture with
the alveolar ridge, through which air passes with a hissing sound.

/ k k   /. /k/ is voiceless unaspirated, // is voiced unaspirated
and /k  / are aspirated, the former being voiceless and latter
voiced.

4.5. Post-alveolars

4.8. Nasals

English has two post-alveolar consonants: /t d/. They are called
affricates as they are pronounced with the tongue touching alveolar
ridge and palate at the same time. Bangla has two similar sounds like
/t d/, but they are pronounced as plosives rather than affricates.
They are written as: /c / as per the convention of IPA. They are
often arguably thought to be pronounced like the English affricates:
/t d/. There is hard controversy among the phoneticians whether
the Bangla post-alveolars should be treated like English affricates.
(Datta 1999: 47-48) It is argued that during the pronunciation of /c /,
the middle of the tongue touches the post-alveolar region to form a
complete closure, arresting the air flow and suddenly releasing the
air with a plosion, which is a characteristic of plosive articulation.
The argument seems to be convincing, so Bangla /c / and English
/t d/ might be different. Islam (1990: 1) and others consider them
as plosive and I also follow their suit here. Bangla has also aspirated
counterparts /c /, while English has none of them.

Nasals are produced when air is prevented from flowing through the
oral cavity so that it passes through the nose. Airflow may be
obstructed at three places in mouth -- lips, alveolar ridge and velum,
resulting in labial, alveolar and velar nasals respectively: /m n /.
Both English and Bangla have all three of these nasal consonants.

4.6. Palatals
English has two palatal fricatives: / /. The first one is voiceless and
the second one is voiced. They are pronounced with the front of the
tongue making a stricture with hard palate, through which air passes
with a hissing sound. Bangla has // but no //. Its pronunciation is
same as the English one. Sometimes /c / are also considered as
palatal by some Bangla phoneticians.
4.7. Velars
Velars are produced when the back of the tongue and velum forms a
stricture, where air is first arrested and then released with sudden
plosion. English has two velar plosives: /k / and Bangla has four:
The Dhaka University Journal of Linguistics

4.9. Lateral
A lateral consonant is produced when tongue and any part of the roof
of the mouth make a stricture and compels air to flow through the
jaws. Both English and Bangla have a lateral consonant: /l/. There is
no basic difference in its articulation in the two languages.
4.10. Approximants
Both English and Bangla have three approximants7: /r w j/. The /r/
is produced when the tip of the tongue comes close to alveolar ridge
but allowing air to pass through the opening. When two lips with
considerable rounding comes close to each other but allowing air to
pass through the opening, /w/ is produced. When two lips with
considerable spreading comes close to each other but allowing air to
pass through the opening, /j/ is produced. The /w j/ have both vocalic
and consonantal features. The two are rather pronounced like vowels
/o i/ and usually appear like consonants at the onset of a syllable.
That’s why they are called semi-vowels. English /r/ has several
contextual variants. Besides trill /r/, Bangla has also a flap // and a
retroflex //. (Chatterji 1988: 54; Datta 1999: 74) The last two are,
however, often considered as only allophones.
7

Bhattacharja (2006) claims the number of approximants in Bangla to be
four instead of three. He mainly identifies them in diphthongs. According to
him, the four approximants are: /w, y, j, Á/, written in superscripts.
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4.11. Glottal
Both English and Bangla have one glottal fricative: /h/. It is
pronounced with the vocal folds wide open to let air pass
uninterrupted through the glottis. English orthography shows its
existence with ‘h’ letter, but its pronunciation is often missing, as in
‘hour’ and ‘heir’, which causes inconvenience for the non-native
learners. Bangla has an orthographic symbol for this sound and its
pronunciation is never missed unlike English. There is no difference
in the pronunciation of /h/ in the two languages.
5. Conclusion
This article has made a contrast between the phonemes of two
languages, being identified as phonemic systems, subsumed in the
greater arena of comparative phonology, by way of the elaboration of
differentiating factors. From this, we get a clear picture of sounds
typically found in English and Bangla. It has been evident that
English and Bangla, two languages belonging to Indo-European
Family, have spectacular similarities as well as differences in their
phonemic systems.
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